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Experiments with highly charged ions up to bare 0 2 +  
on the electron beam ion trap 

Peter Beiedder  
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Livermore, CA 94551 

Abstract 
An overview is given of the current experimental effort to investigate the level structure of 

highly charged ions with the Livermore electron beam ion trap (EBlT) facility. The facility 

allows the production and study of virtually any ionization state of any element up to bare p+. 
Precision spectroscOpic measurements have been performed for a range of An = 0 and An = 1 

transitions. Examples involving 3 4  and 2-3 as well as 3-3 and 2-2 transitions in uranium ions 

are discussed that illustrated some of the measurement and analysis techniques employed. The 

measurements have allowed tests of calculations of the the quantum electrodynamical 
contributions to the transitions energies at the 0.4% level in a regime where (Za) f: 1 e 
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I. Introdwthm 
The strong nuclear field of high-2, highly charged ions provides an ideal environment for 

measuring the nonperturbative aspects of QED theory where (za) = 1. This is especially true for 

the contributions from the electron self-energy. The self-energy contribution cannot be tested in 

high-2 muonic atoms, and higher order terms in (za) are too small in low-2 rnulti-electmn ions 

and cannot be measured relative to the size of the uncertainties in solving the Schroedinger 

equation. 

Highly charged, high-2 ions have been produced in a variety of sources. In tokamaks 

and high-power laser-produced plasmas the highest attainable charge state of uranium, the 

highest-2 naturally occurring element, approaches that of nickellike U@+. Yet higher charge 

states, have been produced in heavy-ion accelerator, as attested by two recent measurements of 

the K-shell transitions in hydrogenlike and heliumlike uranium [1,2]. While accelerators 

combiied with storage-ring facilities can now provide virtually any ion imaginable, the 

experimental conditions are very challenging. Ions are moving at relativistic speeds, and there 

typically is a high-radiation environment, As a result, only two other spectroscopic 

measurements of very highly charged uranium ions have been reported apart from the two 

measurements already mentioned. These are the measmments of the 2s1~2p1/2 energy 

splittings in lithiumlike U8* [3] and in heliumlike @o+ [4]. 

During the past six years the electron beam ion trap (EBrr) has been opemtd as a 

spectroscopic source at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Like ion-beam accelerator 

facilities it also is able to produce very highly charged ions. This included ions as highly charged 

as neonlike @+ [5]. Recently, a high-energy version, dubbed Super-DIT, started operation. 

This machine has produced ions as highly charged as bare @+ [6]. Unlike accelerator sources, 

the ions in EBIT are stationary and trapped in the spacecharge potential of the electron beam. 

Their thermal temperature was shown to be less than a few hundred eV 171. As spectroscopic 

sources the EBIT devices thus use the inverse of the accelerator-based beam-foil or beam-gas jet 

technique. Instead of a stationary electron target interacting with relativistic ions, the ions in 

c 
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EBIT form a stationary target interacting with a relativistic electron beam. Under these 

conditions, “ s t a n W ’  spectroscopic techniques can be applied to measuring the emission from 

highly charged ions 181, and systematic measurements over a wide range of ions and transitions 

are possible. 

Experiments on EBlT so far include high-resolution crystal spectmmeter measufements 

of the x-ray emission from M-shell transitions in nickellike U64+ and LshelI transitions in 

neonlie Ug2+, as well high-resolution crystal specaometer measurements of %1/~-3p3/2 

transitions in near sodiumlike and of %r/z-2p3/2 transitions in near heliumlike uranium. 

Moreover, measurements of K-shell transitions have been made with solid-state detectors that 

prove the production of hydrogenic and lithiumlike Uranium. The relatively easy access to highly 

charged ions and the precision achieved in these measurements, which rivals and exceeds that of 

other source, indicates that experimental atomic physics has finally enteral an era, where all ions 

of all elements in the periodic table are acceSSible to scrutiny. 

In the following, we present an overview of spectroscopic measurements of highly 

charged ions using the EBIT facility. We discuss the focus of our current mearch effort, and 

we illustrate some of the measurements and analysis techniques employed In doing so we use 

experiments involving uranium as examples. The range of elements studied on EBlT, however, 

spans virtually all elements starting from oxygen. 

zr. The EBIT Device 

EBI” uses an electron beam to generate, trap, and probe very highly charged ions 191. 

The ion trap is kept short (I 4 cm) to minimhe instabilities, which might affect the electron beam 

and reduce the maximum achievable charge state. The electron beam passing through the trap is 

compressed to a radius of about 30 pm by a 3-T magnetic field generated by a pair of 

superconducting Helmholtz coils. Six radial slots allow direct viewing of the trapped ions in a 

plane perpendicular to the electron beam, 

Neutrals or ions are injected into the trap from a metal vapor m [lo] or through a gas 
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valve. Typically, the trapping region contains about 50,000 ions, Le., the ion density is about 

109 cm-3. By contrast, the electron density is around 5x1012 cm-3. Hence, the trap operates in a 

low-collisional regime, and metastable ions do not affect the operation under most Circumstances. 

Because collisions with the electron beam results in the heating of the ions, light-ion 

cooling is used to prevent detrapping of heavy ions [ 111. For this purpose a low-Z gas, such as 

nitrogen, is introduced to the trap to spoil the high vacuum. Fully stripped nitrogen @IT+) or 

neon (Nelb) can escape the trap much more readily than, for example, neonlike uranium 

(LJs2">. As light ions leave the trap, they cany away heat and thus prevent the build-up of ion 

temperatures sufficient to detrap heavy ions. Trapping times of up to 4 hours were observed for 

neonlike gold with light-ion cooling [12]. Without cooling the observed trapping time is only a 

few seconds. A measurement of the ion tempture was performed recently showing that 

temperature at least as low as 100 eV can be achieved [7]. 

Super-EBIT functions almost identically to EBlT. However, modifications to the 

electron gun and collector assembly allow the use of electmn beams with energies exceeding 

200 kV [12]. 

In. SD ectroscoDic Instrumentation 

Because EBlT was designed as an x-ray source, instnunentation emphasized x-ray 

detection and analysis. Solid-state detectors provide a highly efficient means for x-ray 

observation because of their near 100% quantum efficiency. Efficiency is especially important, 

as the number of photons produced in EBIT is low compared to plasma or beam-foil sources. 

Another advantage is their wide energy coverage. Crystal spectrometers provide much higher- 

spectral resolution than solid-state detectors. Their counting efficiency, however, is greatly 

reduced mainly because of low crystal reflectivities. 

Because of the 50-pn width of its electron beam EBlT represents a line source. It is thus 

well suited for the deployment of flat-cxystal spectrometers in the von H h o s  geometry, The 

von €&nos geometry provides focusing of x rays in the non-dispersive direction. As a result, its 
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efficiency surpasses that of a flat-crystal spectrometer [13], and, by employing large-radius 

crystals, very high resolving powers can be attained. Fiat-crystal spectrometers, by contrast, are 

easier to operate and to align to different Bragg angles. A flat-crystal spectrometer that operates 

in vacuo was installed on EBlT just recently 1141, complementing the set of von Hamos-type 

spectrometers that have been standard for many years [ 131. 

1 
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JV. Measurements of Near-Nickewe U* 

The n 4  -+ n=3 M-shell &ansitions span a wide energy band from about 2.5 to 4.5 keV 

in uranium. A survey of the M-shell emission on EBIT was made with a Si&) detector and a 

low-resolution flat-crystal spectrometer by DelGrande et al [ 151. Much higher resolution was 

achieved in subsequent measurements. In particular, a measmment that achieved a precision of 

80 ppm enabled the first identification of magnetic ompole decay in an atomic system [la. 
The b t  excited level in the closed-shell lithiumlike ion, the level ls2s 3S1, decays to the 

'So ground state via a magnetic dipole transition 1171. The lowest excited level in the closed- 

shell neonlike ion, the level ( 2 ~ 5 3 ~  3s& J=% decays to the ground state via a magnetic 

quadruple transition [lS]. Similarly, the first excited level in the closed-shell nickellike ion, the 

level @ $ 3 ~  4S1/2) J=3, decays to the 'So ground state via a magnetic octupole aansition [16]. A 

high-resolution spectrometer is necessary to resolve this transition from neighboring electric 

quadruple transition from level (3d93~ 

wavelength was measured as 4.6103(3) %i; that of the neighboring electric quadruple transition 

was measured to be 4.6058(3) A. 

* 

j=2 in nickellike U@*, as ilhstrated i.n.Fig. 1. Its 

In Fig. 1 we also present a synthetic spectrum for comparison With the measurements. In 

many of our measurements we rely on such calculations to unambiguously identify observed 

features. The synthetic spectrum was constructed from line intensities calculated with a detailed 

collisional-radiative model that incoporates wave functions, energy levels, and radiative 

trdnsitions rates calculated by using the relativistic, multiconfiguration parametric potentid 

method with full configuration interaction [19]. The collisional excitation rates were calculated in 
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the distorted-wave approximation. For this an efficient technique, which performs an angular 

factarization of both the direct and exchange contributions to excitation cross sections and 

interpolates the necessary radial integrals as a function of threshold energy [20] was used. The 

resulting model includes all singly excited levels with a 3s1, 3p-l, or 3d1 core and an optical 

electron in the n 4  or 5 shell. Level populations are calculated from a balance of all radiative 

transitions and electron-impact excitations connecting these levels, of which there are more than 

40 0o0. The model predicts that electron colliiions do not affect the population of these excited 

levels for electron densities below about 1014 Momver, the low-lying excited levels are 

not populated by direct electron-impact excitation from the ground state. Instead, they are 

populated almost exclusively by radiative cascades form higher levels. Direct electron collisions 

contribute to the excitation of the (3d5De14S)J=3 level, for example, less than 1%. By contrast, 

radiative cascade feeding from high-lying levels, involving many intermediate levels, is highly 

effective in populating the J=3 level, making the M3 line the sixth most intense line in the nickel- 

like M-shell spectrum. 

. v m -  
The n=3 -+ n=2 Lshell transitions in neonlike Ua+ are situated in the energy band 12- 

19 keV. The observation of such transitions thus quires spectrometers that can operate 

efficiently at small Bragg angles. 

Recently, we have implemented a von H6mos-type spectrometer that employed a detector 

with high quantum efficiency for photon energies exceeding 10 keV [21]. This allowed us, for 

example, to measure the electric dipole and magnetic quadruple transitions from levels 

( 2 ~ 5 3 ~  3 ~ 1 ~ )  J=I and ( 2 ~ 5 3 ~  3 ~ 1 ~ )  j=2 to ground; respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). These 

lines were recorded in second order Bragg reflection. The wavelengths of these lines are 

determined relative to the wavelength of the Lyman-a lines in manganese measured in first order, 

whose energies are given by Johnson and Soff [22]. Similar use of hydmgenic reference lines is 

used in'virtually all of our crystal-slxctrometer measurements. A spectrum of the manganese 

. 

, 
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transitions is shown in Fig. 2(b). We find 12,877.20(80) eV for the electric dipole and 

12,866.07(90) eV for the magnetic quadruple transition. As the comparisons With theoretical 

values in Table I shows, there is a significant difference with relativistic calculations employing a 

multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) code [23]. The disagreement might be caused by 

correlation effects as well as by inaccurate estimates of the QED terms from a semi-empirical 

scaling of hydrogenic values 1241. We discuss these possibilities in more detail in the next 

section. 

The relative contribution of Q D  to the transition energy is enhanced, if we study 3s-3p 

transitions instead of 2 p 3 s  transitions. Such transitions can be studied most readily in charge 

states lower than neonlike, especially in sodiumlike and magnesium-like ions. With the help of 

many-body perturbation theory, it is now possible to calculate the Dirac energies of one-valence- 

electron ions, such a sodium like ions, with very high precision 1251. In contrast to neonlike 

ions, where the calculated Dirac energies are not yet known with high precision, the QED teams 

in sodiumlike ions can be isolated from the non-QED terms and measurements thus directly 

compared to QED calculations by subtracting off the Dirac energies. 

The 3 s l n - 3 ~ 3 ~  transitions in high-2 ions fall into the energy region fiom about 800 eV 

for lead to 1100 eV for uranium. To measure such lowenergy transitions vacuum spectrometers 

are necessary. We have recently implemented such a spectrometer on EBI" [ 141 and made a 

preliminary measurement of the 3s&p3/2 lranSitiOns in near sodiumlike lead. T h e d t  is 

shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum was recorded for only one hour of observation time, but clearly 

showed features from sodiumlike, magnesiumlike, aluminumlike, and siliconlike lead. As in the 

case of the uranium M-shell spectra, a detailed collisional-&tive model was constructed to aid 

in the analysis. Results from an energy determination of the observed lines are given in Table JL 

Despite the short observation time our measurement is already comparable in acmracy to 

a much more elaborate measurement of 3-3 transitions in Na-like Pb performed on the Unilac 

accelerator facility and reported very recently [a. The Unilac measurement reported 

798.65M. 13 eV for a blend of the Na-like 3s-3~ transition and several Ne-like transitions, 
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which is in agreement with our value of 789.9M.26 eV. The QED contributions to this 

transition are calculated to be 6.46 eV 1261 so our measurement represents a 4%-test of these 

calculations. An extension of our 3-3 measurement to near-sodiumlike uranium ions is planned 

for the near future. 

VI. Memrements of Near-Heliumlike 

‘QED terms scale approximately as n-3, where n is the principal quantum number. The 

QED contribution to a transition involving a 4s electron in near-nickellike Ua+ is about 3eV, 

while it is about lOeV for transitions involving a 3s electron, about 42eV for those involving a 2s 

electron, and about 460 eV for K-shell transitions. As a percentage of the transition energy QED 

effects are largest for An = 0 intrashell transitions in the n = 2 she1 Although the Lshell QED 

energies are more than eight times smaller, the Dirac energies are at least 25-fold smaller than in 

the case of K-shell transitions. For this reason, we have initially concentrated on measuring 

n = 2 2 transitions [27]. A high-resolution spectrum of the 2s1/2-2p3~ transitions in 

lithiumlike U89+ through neonlike U82+ is shown in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, measurements of the 

QED contributions to the uranium 1s electron are in progress [28] and promise to provide very 

high precision results. 

In recording the 2~1/2-2p3/2 transitions the ionization balance in the trap was varied by 

changing the electron energy, the neutral gas density (Le., the charge-exchange recombination 

rate), and the effective current density [27]. This allowed a study of the full range of charge 

states from U82+ to @9+. The beam energies used were well above the 33-keV ionization 

potential of lithiumlike 

a result, we observed and unequivocally identified the features produd by a l l  thirteen 2s1/2- 

2 p 3 ~  electric dipole transitions from the eight ionization stages GZ+ through @+ that were 

predicted to fall in our spectral region [27$ 

and below the 130-keV ionization potential of heliumlike vs(k. As 

From these measurements we determined 4459.37kO.35 eV for the 2s1/2-2p3/2 

transitions in lithiumlike @9+ with a 90% confidence level [27]. More recently, we measured . _  
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the 2~1/2-2p3~ transition in lithiumlike Th87+ through neonlike Thaw 1291. Here, the 

2sln - 2 ~ 3 ~  transitions in lithiumlike Th87+ was determined to be 4025.14&0.14 eV at a 1-0 
7 

confidence level. 

The measurements of iithiumlike U@+ and "'ha+ are in excellent agreementwith recent 

ab initio calculations of the QED energies 1301 and represent a check of these dculations at the 

0.4% level, i.e., a check with lO-times higher accuracy than that achieved in the 3-3 

measurements. The agreement with theory is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we have plotted the 

hctional difference between measured and calculated QED contributions to the 2s1/2-2p3/2 

transitions in lithiurnlike ions. 

The 2s1/2-2~3~ transition measurements in berylliumlike p+ through neonlike U*2+ 

allows us to test relativistic correlation energies and QED calculations in highly charged ions with 

more than one valence electron. Comparing our measured transition energies to values computed 

with standard multi-configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations, we find that such 

calculations si@cantly overestimate the transition energies, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The 

discrepancy increased with the number of spectator electrons in the It = 2 shell and can be 

attributed to residual carelation energies unaccounted for by the atomic s t r u m  calculations. 

This is true for both measurements thorium and uranium. Recently, efforts have been initiated 

that attempt to apply the principles of many-body perturbation themy to the calculations of the 

Dirac energies of such systems with more than one valence electron f3 11. If  success^, the 

Dirac energies of ions with more than one valence electron can be calculated with a precision now 

reserved for ions with a single valence electron. This would enable isolating the QED 

contributions and the development and testing of& initio calculations of the Qm terms for such 

ions. 
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VII. co ncl usion 

A vigorous, world-wide effort is currently under way to perform precise measurements 

of the atomic structure of highly charged, high-Z ions. At the Livermore EBIT facility this effort 

ranges from crystal-spectrometer measurements of near nickellike u64+ to measurements of the 

1s-binding energy of hydrogenic @I+. The large number of measurements in tum have spurred 

the development of formalisms to accurately calculate the Dirac and QED energies of any type of 

highly charged high-Z ion. In many cases, such calculations were impossible and unneeded just 

a few years ago. 

In the case of those ions with one valence electron the measurements have provided 

precise values of the electron self-energy contribution to the level energies. Tests on the 0.4% 

level of the total QED contribution were possible in a regime where (Za) = 1. 

While our discussion so far has focused on measurements of atomic structure, 

experiments have also been performed that centered on others aspects of atomic physics. These 

included the measurement of the 1s-ionization cross sections of heliumlike us(k and hydrogenic 

pl+, which were found to be twice the size predicted by recent theory, and the first observation 

of quantum interfenznce of radiative and dielectronic recombination in berylliumlike m+ and 

boronlike u87+ [31]. These measurements demonstrate that experiments involving very highly 

charged ions rn merely in their infancy and much work needs to be done. 
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Tables 

TABLE I. Comparison between theoretical and experimental energies of 3s + 2p transitions 

ion in neonlike @+. The theoretical values were obtained with a 

multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock code 1231. Ecoulomb is the relativistc 

Coulomb energy, EB& is the transverse Breit correction, Evp is the vacuum 

polarization energy, E= is the self-energy, and 

columns. AE is defined as the difference between the experimental energies Em= 

is the sum of the preceding 

and E m d  All values are in eV. 

Transitions &oulomb EBreit EVP ESE EtOtZIl Emeas AE 

2~3/2)J=l 12897.8 -31.9 -4.4 10.5 12872.0 12877.2 5.8H.8 

+ 2~3n)J=2 12886.9 -32.8 -4.4 10.5 12860.1 12866.1 6 .M.9  
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? 

TAJ3LE II. Summary of measured energies of 3s1/2-3p3~ transitions in sodiumlike 

through siliconlike Pb (in ev). Values in parentheses indicate the uncertainty 

in the last digit. Themetical energies are fiom MCDF calculations [23]. 

Key Ion Transition kasuled EMCDF 
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Figure 1 (a) Survey spectrum of the 3 4  x-ray transitions in the low-energy region from 

near-nickellike uranium ions obtained at an electmn-beam energy of 9.2 keV. 

(b) Model spectrum which includes transitions from copperlike U63+ (uppercase 

letters), nickellike U@+ (lines M3 and m), and cobaltlike U 6 s  (lowerase 

letters). The assumed charge balance is U6%:U@+ :@+ = 1:l:l. (c) High 

resolution spectrum of nickellike u64+ in the region 2660-27 10 eV recorded at 

an electron-beam energy of 7.1 keV. The E2 and M3 transitions are clearly 

resolved. ~ l s o  seen is an electric quadruple transition in copperlike ~ 6 3 + ,  

labeledD in (b). 

FigUre 2 High-resolution spectra of (a) the 2p3/2-3s1/2 transitions in neonlike U82+, 

recorded in second order Bragg reflection, and (b) of the associated calibration 

lines in hydrogenic Mnw, recorded in first order. The electric dipole (J=l) and 

magnetic quadruple (J=2) transitions are m e a s d  . Unlabeled features are 

from lower charge states. 

Figure 3 Spectrum of the 3s1/2-3p3~ transitions in sodiumlike, magnesiumlike, 

aluminumlike, and siliconlike lead, Pba+-Pb7l+. The spectrum was recorded 

during a 57-minute interval with the beam energy and m n t  set to 29 kV and 

140 nA, respectively. 

Figure 4 Crystal-spectrometer spectrum of the 2s1/2-2p3/2 electric dipole transitions in 

Ua+ through U89+. Lines are labeled by the charge state of the emitting ion. 
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Figure 5 Difference between theory and experiment for the %1/2-2p3/2 transition energy 

in the lithiurnlike isoelatronic sequence expressed as a percentage of the 

theoretical QED energy. The thorium and Uranium points are form SuperEBIT 

and represent 68% confidence limits. 

Figure 6 Average difference between MCDF calculations and measured 2-2 transition 

energies for different charge states of thorium and uranium. The difference 

increases for the lower charge states due to difficulties in calculating the electron 

correlation terms. 
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